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Abstract—Customer comments form an integral part for
identification of failures and success of a product. Buying
patterns of a customer greatly depends on the pattern of comments
posted online. Online review/comments can be broadly classified
into positive, negative and neutral. Many tools available in market
can be used for their classification. However, there are various
flaws in classifying methods that can tweak the result of these
comments such as “Unidentified/Hidden information in neutral
comments”, “Wrong keyword extraction while splitting words”,
“fake comments based on frequency of duplicate comment or
reviewer”. This paper addresses this problem based on online
product comments posted on Amazon website and proposes an
ideal flow chart and algorithm to address these problems.
Keywords: polarity, customer comments, drill down, opinion
mining

I. INTRODUCTION
Companies across globe use information from online
comments to understand their customer’s VOC (Voice of
concern). Companies extract opinions about their products by
extracting relevant information, emotions, and issues from
these online comments. The success or failure of a product
greatly depends on customer comments because it has direct
influence on future prospective buyers who can openly read
these comments on Social Media. Hence, this method of
mining opinion which includes extracting information from
textual comments drill down, provides opportunities for
future business growth [1]. The problem is to identify
accurate information using some tool. Various tools have
been proposed in the past such as RapidMiner [2] but these
tools have some underlying problems as far as polarity
distribution is concerned. Each algorithm devised so far will
assign “Positive”, “Negative” or “Neutral” category to the
comments. However, it is known that a positive review might
have some negative information or vice versa.
Researches in sentiment analysis have been done in
different languages, for example, Arabic [4], Thai [7] etc.
These researches mainly focused on calculating score from
emotion word and marking them as positive, neutral, or
negative into sentiment polarity [8][7][10][9]. However, the
question about accuracy arises from the fact that a neutral
review may have hidden emotion which might lie under
positive or negative category. Another question arises from
the fact that English language has contextual meanings in a
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sentence. Any review that might be categorized as positive
could have an overall negative impact due to context-based
sentence usage.
This paper will have sections as following: section II will
show the related work, Section III will be used to describe
various underlying problems and proposed method to solve
one of these problems. Section IV will be used to show
experimental result comparison (before vs after). Conclusion
will be summarized in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Opinion mining is amongst one of many popular research
areas. One major obstruction in path of opinion mining is that
the data is not well structured and has a lot of outliers and
hidden information. Opinion mining involves Natural
Language processing (NLP) for sentiment segregation and
analysis of text as corpus, specific dictionary for language and
lexicon [1],[7],[4],[11],[8].
Use of NLP to assign sentiment score on twitter comments
[5] and scoring based on sentiment in lexicon [6] describes
how scoring of words can be done to attain a positive,
negative or neutral score for the entire statement. Both the
papers [5],[6] aims to find our polarity based on emotional
content by extracting opinion words, assigning score and
summing individual scores to get the whole sentiment.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We gathered representative data of more than 5000
comments from Amazon and scored them by our tool. The
tool focusses on gathering data, removing stop words,
reduction of data and preprocessing it. We identify key
symptoms which are used by majority of customers and
calculate a computation score.
When the score was reviewed, we observed that
conventional approaches mentioned in previous researches
[5][6] did not focus on 3 major problems i.e. Wrong keyword
extraction and categorization, Neutral review drill down, and
removal of duplicate comments which biased overall score.
The solution to these problems is addressed in our
algorithm.
A. Problem 1: Wrong Keyword extraction and
categorization
Many comments posted online can fall into false category
due to wrong keyword selection or splitting. A word that
can be split into 2 meaning full words can be misunderstood
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by the tool. Consider mentioned review posted online by a
customer in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.Wrong symptom and polarity due to split word
This review talks about “Hotspot” which is a feature in
mobile technology. However, tools that are used to split the
keywords will break it into Hot + Spot. This will infer that the
mobile device is getting heated up and eventually the tool will
place it in wrong category (neutral polarity in this case).
B. Problem 2: Neutral scored comments are not really
neutral
Due to lexicon base scoring algorithm [5][6], it is
observed that many comments might fall into neutral category
as their overall score is ‘0’. However, such comments have
hidden information which is tilted toward either positive or
negative category.
Consider below example

Fig. 4.Scoring Work Flow
TABLE I.
Algorithm
Input
Output
Step 1

Fig. 2.Extracting information from Neutral comments
Step 2

In the above review, user wants to express Positive emotions
however Lexicon based scoring algorithm [5] calculates +1
score for positive word and -1 score for negative word. In the
above case, the overall score is calculated as 0 despite the fact
that the review is tilted towards positive emotion.

Step 3

C. Problem 3: Fake or duplicate single word comments
The comments posted online has single word comments
that do not give relevant information but these comments tilt
the plotted polarity graph. Comments mentioned in Fig. 3
shows how irrelevant comments can bias the overall polarity
of a product.

Step 4

ALGORITHM

Polarity Scoring of Online comments
Extracted online comments
Emotional Polarity

Extract keyword Ki based on high frequency
conversations
Calculate distance of adverb/adjectives from keyword
and assign score Si based on closest distance Di and
emotional intensity Ei
Sum Si to Identify Polarity P
For Si<0: Assign Negative as N
For Si>0, Assign Positive as P
For Si=0, Assign Neutral as Nu
Call function Neutral Drill Down ()
Neutral Drill Down ()
{
Calculate frequency of Negative Ni and positive words Pi
Link Emphasis words Ei to Ni & Pi and rescore S’
If Ni>Pi && S’<0, Assign New Polarity P’ =N
else if Ni<Pi && S’>0, Assign New P’=P
else Assign P’=Nu
}
Print New Polarity P’

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 3.Duplicate and meaningless comments affecting
overall polarity
Fig 6. On the other hand, shows that if these comments are
removed or neglected by applying a duplicity check, the graph
changes.
D. Solution: Proposed Algorithm and Flow of events
Fig.1 Is basic flowchart that describes key events and
method that governs the proposed polarity scoring system.

This experiment was used to analyze a product quality from
Amazon website. We gathered five thousand comments from
a product and used conventional approach [5][6] to score the
comments in positive, negative & neutral category. Later this
approach was further modified by the proposed algorithm, to
extract information from neutral comments.
Unnecessary word like “a, an, the” present in the review are
removed as they do not hold any emotion. Identified words
are stored and processed using dictionary. We used approach
used in [3], to design a dictionary consisting of negative and
positive meaning words. Positive words are given positive
score and negative words are given negative score. Total
cumulative score determines the polarity of the review.
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We also combined the approach mentioned in [5] to give
higher score to emphasis words. For example, “Device is very
hot”, then multiple emphasis on “Very” indicates high
emotional intensity Ei and hence more score is assigned.
However, the problems identified in previous sections were
visible in Fig. 5 since neutral review count was too high.
Hence, proposed algorithm was used to calculate new polarity
as represented in Fig. 6.

consumers.
VI. FUTURE WORK
There is tremendous scope of research in this field. One
such area is to drill down comments posted by fake consumers
or competitors. These competitors might try to destroy a
company’s brand value by posting repeated negative
comments.
Further there can be development related to categorizing
comments written in slang language that do not really exist in
dictionaries
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Fig. 5.Neutral comments high count from conventional
approach
Table. 1 shows proposed algorithm to further drill down
neutral comments. The idea is that neutral comments are not
really neutral in nature but they have underlying information.
This information can be extracted with this algorithm to place
these comments in positive or negative category.
Whenever a review is categorized as neutral, drill down
function is called. This function further checks frequency of
positive words, negative words and emphasis words and
compare the frequency and scores again. This helps to move
earlier marked neutral comments to correct category.
The experimental result on 5000 Amazon comments is
shown in fig 6. On comparing with Fig. 5, it is observed that
neutral review count has dropped. This clearly depicts that
initially these neutral comments were wrongly placed and
have improved by 70% (on comparing neutral review count in
Fig.5 and Fig.6).
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Fig. 6.Reduced neutral review count
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, neutral review further drill down approach is
explained. The idea is to clarify that neutral comments have
hidden information which gets missed due to mathematical
score-based calculation scheme. These comments can be
re-categorized into positive or negative polarity in order to
gain clearer information about the product being reviewed by
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